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We prove the existence of positive solutions to the boundary value problems
Du q la x f u s 0 in V , u s 0 on › V ,Ž . Ž .
N Ž .where V is a bounded domain in R , a: V “ R may change sign, f 0 ) 0, and
l ) 0 is sufficiently small. Our approach is based on the Leray]Schauder fixed
point theorem. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the problem
Duqla x f u s 0 in V ,Ž . Ž .
1.1Ž .
u s 0 on › V ,
where V is a bounded domain in R N with boundary › V and l is a
positive parameter.
Ž . ŽProblem 1.1 with a G 0, f G 0 has been studied extensively see, e.g.,
w x . w x5 and the references therein . We are motivated by a recent paper 1 , in
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Ž .which the existence of a positive solution to 1.1 when a may change sign
Ž .was established for f 0 ) 0, l small, and V a ball. In this note, we shall
w xextend the result in 1 to the case of an arbitrary domain V, under less
stringent assumptions on f. Our approach is based on the Leray]Schauder
Ž .fixed point theorem. Note that if f 0 s 0 and f is sufficiently smooth,
w x w xthen by results in 3 and 4 there is bifurcation for positive solutions of
Ž . Ž .1.1 from the line of trivial solutions as long as a x ) 0 for some x g V.
We make the following assumptions:
Ž . q Ž .A.1 f : R “ R is continuous and f 0 ) 0.
Ž .A.2 a is continuous on V, a k 0, and there exists a number k ) 1
such that
K x , y aq y dy G k K x , y ay y dyŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
V V
q Ž y. Ž .for every x g V, where a resp. a is the positive resp. negative part
Ž .of a, and K x, y is the Green's function of yD with Dirichlet boundary
conditions.
Our main result is
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1.1. Let A.1 ] A.2 hold. Then there exists a positi¤e number
Ž .l* such that 1.1 has a positi¤e solution for l - l*.
As a consequence of Theorem 1.1, we have the following result for the
radial Laplacian in a ball:
Ž .COROLLARY 1.2. Let f satisfy A.1 and let a be a nonzero integrable
w xfunction on 0, 1 . Suppose that there exists a number k ) 1 such that
t tNy1 q Ny1 ys a s ds G k s a s dsŽ . Ž .H H
0 0
w xfor e¤ery t g 0, 1 . Then there exists a positi¤e number l* such that the
problem
N y 1
u0 q u9 q la t f u s 0, 0 - t - 1,Ž . Ž .
t
u9 0 s u 1 s 0Ž . Ž .
has a positi¤e solution for 0 - l - l*.
w xRemark 1.1. Corollary 1.2 was established in 1 under the additional
assumption that f is nondecreasing.
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2. PROOFS
Ž . Ž .Throughout the paper, we assume that f u s f 0 for u F 0. We first
need
LEMMA 2.1. Let 0 - d - 1. Then there exists a positi¤e number l such
that, for 0 - l - l, the problem
Du s ylaq x f u in V ,Ž . Ž .
2.1Ž .
u s 0 on › V
< <has a positi¤e solution u with u “ 0 as l “ 0, andÄ Ä 0l l
u x G ld f 0 p x , x g V ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Äl
Ž . Ž . qŽ .where p x s H K x, y a y dy.V
Ž .Proof. For each u g C V , let
qAu x s l K x , y a y f u y dy , x g V .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
V
Ž . Ž .Then A: C V “ C V is completely continuous and fixed points of A
Ž .are solutions of 2.1 . We shall apply the Leray]Schauder fixed point
theorem to prove that A has a fixed point for l small. Let « ) 0 be such
that
f x G d f 0 for 0 F s F « .Ž . Ž .
Ä Ä< < Ž . Ž . Ž .Suppose that l - «r2 p f « , where f t s max f s . Then there0 0 F sF t
Ž .exists A g 0, « such thatl
Äf A 1Ž .l s .
< <A 2l p 0l
Ž . Ž .Let u g C V and u g 0, 1 be such that u s u Au. Then we have
Ä< < < < < <u F l p f uŽ .0 0 0
or
Ä < <f u 1Ž .0
G ,
< < < <u l p0 0
< <which implies that u / A . Note that A “ 0 as l “ 0. By the0 l l
< <Leray]Schauder fixed point theorem, A has a fixed point u with u FÄ Ä 0l l
Ž . Ž . Ž .A - « . Consequently, u x G ld f 0 p x , x g V, and the proof is com-Äl l
plete.
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Ž . Ž . yŽ . Ž .Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let q x s H K x, y a y dy. By A.2 , thereV
Ž .exist positive numbers a , g g 0, 1 such that
< <q x f s F g p x f 0 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
w x Ž .for s g 0, a , x g V. Fix d g g , 1 and let l* ) 0 be such that
< < < <u q ld f 0 p F a 2.3Ž . Ž .Ä 0 0l
for l - l*, where u is given by Lemma 2.1, andÄl
d y g
< <f x y f y F f 0 2.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /2
w x < < Ž . < <for x, y g ya , a with x y y F l*d f 0 p .0
Ž .Let l - l*. We look for a solution u of 1.1 of the form u q ¤ . ThusÄl l l
¤ solvesl
D¤ s ylaq x f u q ¤ y f u q lay x f u q ¤ in V ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Ä ÄŽ .l l l l l l
¤ s 0 on › V .l
Ž .For each w g C V , let ¤ s Aw be the solution of
D¤ s ylaq x f u q w y f u q lay x f u q w in VŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Ä ÄŽ .l l l
¤ s 0 on › V .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then A: C V “ C V is completely continuous. Let ¤ g C V and
Ž .u g 0, 1 be such that ¤ s u A¤ . Then we have
D¤ s ylu aq x f u q w y f u q lu ay x f u q w .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Ä ÄŽ .l l l
< < Ž . < < < <We claim that ¤ / ld f 0 p . Suppose to the contrary that ¤ s0 0 0
Ž . < < Ž . Ž .ld f 0 p . Then, by 2.3 and 2.4 , we obtain0
< < < < < <u q ¤ F u q ¤ F aÄ Ä0 0 0l l
and
d y g
< <f u q ¤ y f u F f 0 ,Ž .Ž . Ž .Ä Ä 0l l 2
Ž .which, together with 2.2 , implies that
d y g
< <¤ x F l f 0 p x q lg f 0 p xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
2
d q g
s l f 0 p x , x g V . 2.5Ž . Ž . Ž .
2
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In particular
d q g
< < < < < <¤ F l f 0 p - ld f 0 p ,Ž . Ž .0 0 02
a contradiction, and the claim is proved. By the Leray]Schauder fixed
< < Ž . < <point theorem, A has a fixed point ¤ with ¤ F ld f 0 p . Hence ¤0 0l l l
Ž .satisfies 2.5 and, using Lemma 2.1, we obtain
u x G u x y ¤ xŽ . Ž . Ž .Äl l l
d q g d y g
G ld f 0 p x y l f 0 p x s l f 0 p x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
2 2
Ž .i.e., u is a positive solution of 1.1 . This completes the proof of Theo-l
rem 1.1.
Proof of Corollary 1.2. By integrating, it follows that the solution of
N y 1
"u0 q u9 s ya t , 0 - t - 1,Ž .
t
u9 0 s u 1 s 0Ž . Ž .
is given by
s11" Ny1 "u t s t a t dt ds.Ž . Ž .H HNy1 ž /St 0
This implies that uqG kuy, and since integrability of a is sufficient for
the radial Laplacian, the result follows from Theorem 1.1.
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